Members

26 paid members

11 are + members

1 is complimentary

Financial

As of 121-31-15 we had $246.43 in the NJ account

NJ State Forest Fire Service still operates and maintains 21 Fire Towers 7 Div A, 8 Div B and 6 in Div C. With the record snow NJ received during the winter of 2015 the fire towers went up in the beginning of April and saw a few red flag days during the spring season. The NJ towers were up during the fall fire season and went down for the 2015 season in the beginning of November. The one thing that is happening with the fire towers is Lakewood fire tower will be relocated do to the fact that there will be constructing a water tank close to the tower and will block part of the towers view so they are going to relocate the tower to the Forest Resource Education Center in Jackson about 6 miles north from where it sits currently. The rest of the NJ towers are in good shape.
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Ray Grimes Jr. NJ co director